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Message from the Chairperson
.............................................................................................................

UNATHI NJOKWENI-MAGIDA
As I write my final message as Chair of Rape Crisis I feel a strong sense of pride but also of regret.
Pride in the achievements that I have witnessed in the years that I have been on the Board and
regret that I could not give more of my time and energy to these endeavours. In my job every week
is a crazy week beside which I was also studying for much of the time of my tenure. That means that
where I would have wanted to spend an hour I had only a minute. But I know I made those minutes
count and when time allowed I poured my heart into what I was doing. I will never forget how I felt
as I bought panties for girls aged 11 -12 as a contribution towards the Rape Crisis Mandela Day Care
Packs Drive in July. I simply couldn’t bring myself to buy nappies. It cut me to pieces to bear witness
to such pain but it is by no means any easier for women. The work that Rape Crisis does is very hard.
One of the things that makes it so hard is the lack of support that rape survivors experience within
the criminal justice system. Rape survivors attending services provided by the Rape Crisis Cape Town
Trust describe their lack of support as a range of flaws within the justice system as follows:

For these reasons it has long been the goal of Rape Crisis to launch an effective advocacy campaign
aimed at addressing these gaps in the system. One of the things I have been most excited about
witnessing in my time as Chair is the slow and careful development of such a campaign. I look
forward with great excitement to the launch of the Rape Survivors Justice Campaign in August 2016.
Another part of the difficulties of the work of Rape Crisis are the sometimes dramatic things that
happen to disturb the smooth running of the organisation, where one has to remain calm and open
to the difficulties while at the same time setting realistic boundaries and maintaining a professional
focus. I was proud to see how different staff members were able to handle issues of sexual violence
on social media, a sensitive subject at the best of times, without being misconstrued even when they
were quite controversial. Their eloquence in facing down a number of potential communications
nightmares needs to be recognised as this creates much needed education towards ending rape
culture. The work our employees, interns and volunteers do is extraordinary.

• They know little or nothing about this complex system before they enter it and find it almost
incomprehensible at times and have no knowledge that they can complain about the system or
how to go about doing so if they are aware that their rights are violated.
• The system does little or nothing to inform survivors about the progress of their case and what is
expected of them with regard to next steps.
• There is no provision made for survivors to receive any form of psychosocial care inside the
justice system

Unathi Njokweni-Magida
Chairperson

• Police officials and court officials are often biased against survivors and treat them insensitively
or inappropriately at times, often causing secondary victimisation
• The system is fragmented with one service not adequately linked to the next in the overall
service chain from police station, to hospital forensic unit, to court room and many survivors fall
between the cracks and cases are lost or weakened as a result
• Government departments responsible for state service providers are unable to collaborate
effectively to tackle the problem at higher levels of influence
• The system causes the survivor to often merely act as a witness in the case, while the accused
person is entitled to legal representations.
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“The work that
Rape Crisis does is
very hard. One of the things
that makes it so hard is the
lack of support that rape
survivors experience
within the criminal
justice system.“
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“We have a vision of a South Africa
in which women are safe in their
communities and where the criminal
justice system supports and
empowers rape survivors
and acts as a deterrent
to rapists.”

Message from the Director
.............................................................................................................

KATHLEEN DEY
This will be the eighth annual report I write as director of the Rape Crisis Cape Town Trust and once
again it falls on to me describe the high rates of the official reported rape statistics in our country as
well as the many, many factors that continue to act as a barrier to survivors reporting rape. If every
survivor reported rape we would know the true extent of the problem and what progress we might
be making in dealing with it but the barriers are too many and too great. These barriers lie within
the traumatised individual too afraid of the unknown to come forward and endure the ordeal of
speaking about the unspeakable. These barriers lie within the society the rape survivor comes
from, a society that too often stigmatises rape and discriminates against the poor, against black
people, against the elderly, against sex workers and against people in the lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgendered and intersex community. These barriers also lie within the very system designed to
act as a deterrent to rape where secondary victimisation of rape survivors is still inflicted by some
insensitive or ignorant criminal justice system officials, or by officials who are themselves beset by
vicarious trauma and who lack the morale and the support they need to do their jobs as they should.
The term rape culture is gaining traction as a way of describing a society that allows things to
continue in this way. When we talk about rape culture we mean the unthinking habits and attitudes
of people that continue to regard women as inferior or subordinate to men, that commodify sex and
sexuality and that misunderstand the true nature of rape and other forms of violence against women.
These are the attitudes that lead to victim blaming, that accuse women of lying about rape, that
make women feel as though they are criminals for what they choose to wear or how they choose
to enjoy themselves when they are in fact the victims of a heinous crime. It allows the men that are
rapists to walk unchallenged for their hatred of women, to leave the court room acquitted or with a
rap on the knuckles and allows them to hide behind their position of power and their privilege. And
these things continue mainly because they are not spoken of. The silence about rape abides.
Rape Crisis is the oldest social profit organisation in South Africa empowering and supporting adult
survivors of rape and their communities. Since 1976 we have provided rape survivors and their
families with counselling, advocated for justice, campaigned for law reform and worked to promote
safety in communities. Our strength lies in our commitment to learning continuously from those
we serve and through the combined actions of our counselling, training and development and
advocacy departments as a unified approach. We not only offer services to rape survivors, we also
raise awareness in communities, influence public perceptions about rape and hold government
accountable for the part it must play in addressing high crime rates.
Earlier this year we ran our second community survey asking communities whether or not rape was
a problem and if it was, what were the drivers of high rape rates in their area. This is how we discovered
that the great silence about rape abides. It was as if the problem of rape were an elusive creature
that hid from us wherever we searched. “The problem is not so much in our street as in the next
street”, they would say. And when we got to the next street they would tell us it was not so much in
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their street as in the street we had just come from. Many people admitted that they did not want
to talk about it. Yet when we brought members of these communities together and created safe
platforms for discussion and shared the results of our community surveys with them we discovered
that they did want to talk about rape and were energised and inspired by doing so. The silence about
rape abides but people want it to be broken and that forms the basis of much of the work that we do
whether in the private and confidential space of a counselling session, in the safety of an organised
workshop, as a rape survivor on a public platform, with coalition partners tackling tough debates or
in the wide open spaces of the media and social media.
We continue to do this work in the face of the ongoing funding crisis in the NGO sector. Jobs in
our sector are still undergoing pay cuts, there are ongoing retrenchments and more organisations
offering services to rape survivors have had to close down.
This report will show that Rape Crisis has done well financially, that we have met all of the main
targets set in our strategy as well as honouring all of our commitments to donors, partners and other
stakeholders and that our media presence has been strong and consistent and the reputation of the
organisation has grown. I hope you will be as proud to read it as I was to write it.
My special thanks to our outgoing Chair, Unathi Njokweni-Magida. She has been such a source of
strength to me personally through her love, her warmth and her kindness. More importantly she
has been a source of strength to our Board with her leadership, her skills, the way she always gets
the entire group to speak freely and apply their minds, her commitment to the best interests of this
organisation and finally with the new members she has recruited who will further her legacy in the
years to come. Thanks to the support of the Board of Trustees, the donors and the team of pro bono
consultants that helped Rape Crisis go from strength to strength this year.

Kathleen Dey
Director
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Rape Crisis Programme Strategy
.............................................................................................................

2014 - 2017
VISION AND MISSION
We have a vision of a South Africa in which
women are safe in their communities and
where the criminal justice system supports
and empowers rape survivors and acts as a
deterrent to rapists. Our mission is to promote
safety in communities, to reduce the trauma
experienced by rape survivors, to encourage
the reporting of rape and to work actively to
address flaws in legislation.
The overall goals, objectives and activities that
we have developed in service of this mission
are described as programme or result areas as
follows:

“We have a vision of a
South Africa in which
women are safe in their
communities and where
the criminal justice system
supports and empowers
rape survivors and acts as
a deterrent to rapists.”

THE ROAD TO JUSTICE
Rape survivors are supported within the Criminal
Justice System, experience reduced secondary
trauma and offer effective testimony in the rape
trial so that conviction rates for rape increase.
Activities include:
• training for volunteers at local police stations
• a 24 hour helpline giving people advice on
how to access the justice system
• psychological first aid to rape survivors at
forensic health units and
• support to survivors and other witnesses
testifying in court
THE ROAD TO RECOVERY OBJECTIVES
Rape survivors are supported in their
communities, the symptoms of trauma they
experience after rape are reduced and they
also feel a sense of increase personal growth.
In this way social capital is restored through
women’s empowerment. Activities include:
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• a telephone counselling service
• face-to-face counselling and
• support groups for rape
survivors and their families.
MAKING CHANGE
Communities are active in promoting safety by
challenging high rates of rape and in addressing
gaps in legislation and the poor implementation
of laws in South Africa. Activities include:
• community education
• social mobilisation
• peer education programmes for school
learners
• coalition building to advance national
advocacy campaigns and
• the Speak Out Project for survivors wanting
to speak publicly about their experiences.
Each of these programmes is implemented
through our longstanding counselling, training
and advocacy services thus combining deterrent,
preventive and restorative interventions into
a comprehensive strategy. All of our work is
done by volunteers recruited from within the
communities we serve and who play an active
role in organisational decision making.
ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
AND ADVANCEMENT
Rape Crisis positions itself to advance awareness,
interest, involvement and commitment to the
organisation and its work. Our advancement
strategy includes a financial plan, a fundraising
strategy, a communications strategy and a
human resource plan.
Rape Crisis Annual Report 2016
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The Road to Justice
.............................................................................................................

THUTHUZELA CARE CENTRE PROJECT
One of the biggest barriers rape survivors face
when reporting rape is the ordeal they face
in having the case investigated. The forensic
examination after rape is probably the most
frightening part of this ordeal as it takes place
within hours of the rape itself while the rape
survivor is still in shock, often in pain,
sometimes alone and usually before she
has been offered any kind of comfort or
reassurance. The trauma of this experience
extends the emotional and psychological
experience of the rape itself and if done
insensitively it can lead to secondary trauma,
which greatly adds to the negative experience
of the rape and causes survivors to lose faith
in the criminal justice system and its ability to
support her.

Nandipha Ganya coordinates this project and
has overcome numerous challenges in keeping
the project running smoothly. She and her team
of counsellors are responsible for offering a
service that is recognised as a ground breaking
model around the world.

Jade Lawrence is responsible for coordinating
this project and, together with her team and

Estelle Carolissen her project administrator,
she deserves recognition for managing the
restructuring of not only the team but its
operations especially in light of the fact that
they do not have suitable office space at all of
the courts where the service is offered.
The Road to Justice programme is funded
by the Western Cape Department of Social
Development, the Networking AIDS Community of South Africa (NACOSA) and the First for
Women Foundation.

“The forensic
examination after rape
is probably the most
frightening part of the
ordeal that rape survivors
must endure when reporting
to criminal justice
system officials.”

2014

2014

2015

2015

Our counselling services at three regional Cape
Town hospitals create a safe space where rape
survivors are offered comfort, information and

access to ongoing support. This means that
secondary trauma is reduced and the chances
of keeping the survivor in the criminal justice
system are increased. Survivors are also given
a great deal of assistance in confronting the
possibility of HIV infection and supported in
adhering to prophylactic treatment, which is
a further ordeal many of them face. The care
packs we provide to rape survivors offer
comfort in the form of toiletries, sanitary wear
and a change of underwear so that survivors
can take a much needed bath or shower at the
health facility once all evidence left by the rapist
has been collected.

COURT SUPPORT CENTRE PROJECT
The next ordeal the survivor faces is testifying
in court. In this setting she must face a room
full of strangers as she recalls and describes a
degrading sexual experience that caused her
to experience overwhelming emotions. Rape
Crisis Cape Town Trust’s court supporters help
survivors prepare for court by giving them the
information they need to do what is required
of them. They also give emotional support and
refer survivors for counselling, so that more
survivors are empowered to access healing as
well as justice.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1300 target

Thuthuzela Care Centres
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1 020

1 682

2 628

3153

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2800 target

Court Support
Rape Crisis Annual Report 2016
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Making Change

The Road to Recovery

.............................................................................................................

COUNSELLING SERVICE PROJECT
One of the hardest things to do after being
raped is to endure the emotional pain and
suffering a rape survivor feels afterwards.
These feelings are very important. They can be
the real key to her healing, even though they
can be so bad that all she wants is for them
to stop. Rape Crisis counsellors come from
the very same communities as the survivors
themselves and are trained to bear witness to
the healing journey of each survivor they see,
giving practical information and advice as it
is needed and keeping her company on her
own particular road to recovery, going at her
own particular pace. This helps the survivor
to find new ways of coping, so that they are
empowered to make their own decisions
about which paths to choose on their journey
towards recovery. Our counsellors also assist
family members by supporting them in their
own journey and enabling them to support
the rape survivor they are close to.

COMMUNITY MOBILISATION PROJECT
Our training and development coordinators
Kholeka Booi and Rifqah Barnes and their
teams accomplished a lot in meeting their
targets within the deadlines set for the year.
The impression they made on communities
through the community surveys, dialogues
and awareness raising workshops they ran was
powerful. It has been a deliberate strategy to
return to the basics of community development theory and put them into practice by
going door-to-door in communities to ask
people living there about the problems they
face and the needs they have. Having done
this we reflected these results back to them
in community dialogues where their answers
were interrogated and mulled over. In direct
response to these reflections we then began
to roll out a series of workshops on what to do
if someone has raped you so that communities
are armed with the knowledge of their rights
and what services they have a right to access.
We also ran workshops on how to challenge

399
Counselling - New Clients
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2015
2014

Joyce Doni, Shiralee McDonald and Barbara
Williams coordinate our counselling services
and are to be commended for working hard to
promote our services and help survivors to break
the silence about rape and come forward for help
in the face of the drop in figures this year.
The Road to Recovery programme is funded by
the Anglo American Chairman’s Fund, the Mary
Oppenheimer and Daughters Foundation, the
Western Cape Department of Social
Development, a family trust that wishes to
remain anonymous and the kind donations of
those that contribute towards our individual
giving programme.

“Counselling
helps each rape
survivor to find new ways
of coping, so that she is
empowered to make her
own decisions about which
paths to choose on her
journey towards
recovery.”

Athlone

2 515
2 298

Khayelitsha

Community Engagements
15 target

TWENTY FOUR HOUR HELPLINE
Our twenty four hour help line operates seven
days a week, 365 days a year offering a private,
confidential and anonymous service counselling
rape survivors at the time they need it most
regardless of when this might be.

...................................

354

.....................................

400 target

.............................................................................................................

16
17
Peer Education

Athlone
Khayelitsha

rape culture and undo some of the myths and
stereotypes about rape that abound.
Participants thank the team all the time as they
really appreciate the knowledge. At the same
time Rape Crisis learns from these groups
and recruits spokespersons and activists from
every workshop we run. As the next annual
cycle begins we hope to train them in advocacy
tactics and to launch a concerted advocacy
campaign aimed at strengthening the
criminal justice system’s response to rape.
In the meantime we aim to break down the
stigma associated with rape and empower
communities to break their silence about rape.

BIRDS AND BEES PEER EDUCATION PROJECT
Youth in South Africa take in and believe many
of the same myths and stereotypes about rape
as their parents and teachers do. They seldom
have a chance to question or challenge these
beliefs yet they welcome the opportunity to
do so. Our peer educator training gives them
this chance and in doing so enables a
remarkable turnaround in attitudes about
women, about sex, about gender and about
rape. This change in attitude is emphasised
and reinforced by the activities these peer
educators then organise at their schools, doing
plays, making songs, going to exhibitions and
giving talks to their fellow learners that share
the facts about rape, dispel the myths and
encourage survivors to come forward for
support and assistance. In describing this
model and looking at different prevention
methodologies we hope to develop this
programme to a level where we are able to see
evidence of behaviour change and a reduction
in sexual harassment at schools.

Rape Crisis Annual Report 2016
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At the end of each peer educator training
course Rape Crisis runs a three-day youth
camp called The Birds and Bees with peer
educators from the schools we have worked
with during the year. On this camp they learn
related skills such as teamwork, leadership,
communication and problem-solving all of
which strengthen their ability to act as change
agents in their schools. We use this camp as a
space to evaluate the training programme and
to help them come up with new ideas for challenging rape culture in their schools.

CAMPAIGNS AND COALITION BUILDING
Rape Crisis has been a member of the steering
committees of two campaigns in this period:
the Shukumisa Campaign and the Victim
Empowerment Law Campaign.
Our participation in these multi-stakeholder
advocacy coalitions enables us to have an
influence on decision-making processes by our
government and to work with our partners in
these campaigns to begin to build a coordinated
and representative civil society voice and to
strengthen our own advocacy work through
the experience of learning from others, from
shared ideas for actions and from the strength
of partnerships that have been formed. As a
result the Department of Social Development
has completed drafting the Victim Empowerment Support Services Bill in consultation with
Rape Crisis and our campaign partners and the
Bill has been circulated for public comment.
This Bill is now ready for Cabinet appraisal.
We look forward to appointing an advocacy
coordinator in March 2016 to launch our
own advocacy campaign, the Rape Survivors’
Justice Campaign, which will ensure that
rape survivors have access to the support of
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a Sexual Offences Court when they testify.
This campaign goal is closely aligned to the
goals of these two coalitions and the advocacy
coordinator will play a huge role in gaining
their support.
THE SPEAK OUT PROJECT
The courage of survivors prepared to speak
has helped rape survivors with their own
healing processes, enabled them to confront
and challenge rapists, helped communities to
speak about the problem in their own streets
and to wake society up from its blindness to
the extent of the problem in our country. Rape
survivors in this project spoke out in radio
interviews, on television documentaries and
on public platforms such as the Rape Crisis
Mandela Day Care Packs Drive. Our thanks to
Joyce Doni for coordinating the project
this year.
The Making Change Programme is supported
by the Western Cape Department of Social
Development and Oxfam Germany.

This programme
aims to break down the
stigma associated with rape
and empower communities
to break their silence
about rape.

Rape Crisis Annual Report 2016
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• To develop or revise a Sexual
Harassment Policy
• To train managers to deal with incidents
of sexual harassment
• To assist employees to work together
to create a safe working environment
through Employee Wellness Programmes
• To support victims
• To equip human resources teams with the
skills and knowledge to offer support to
victims of sexual harassment
• To equip human resource teams with
the skills and knowledge to support
managers dealing with disciplinary matters
with regard to sexual harassment

Special Projects
.............................................................................................................
CHANGE A LIFE RAPE CRISIS CENTRE
The Change a Life Rape Crisis Centre is a
project designed to help rape survivors at our
Khayelitsha office to explore opportunities for
economic empowerment through its sewing,
gardening and conferencing projects. This year
we were gifted with the incredible support of
the Mike Thompson Change a Life Foundation
who paid in full for the renovation of our
building to allow suitable space, furnishing
and equipment for this project. The sewing
team all completed full training as seamstresses
with two Rape Crisis staff also training as
sewing instructors. They won a contract to
sew bags for care packs for rape survivors and
designed and sewed 1 300 bags to deadline.
The gardening team planted a vegetable
garden in the surrounding property using
mainly sustainable, edible indigenous herbs
and vegetables. Next year we hope to equip
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the conferencing facility and begin hiring out
this venue to local businesses and institutions
for meetings and seminars. Zodwa Thomas
Daweti and Joyce Doni coordinated this project.

• Provide expert testimony in sexual
harassment hearings
This project is coordinated by a part time
independent contractor Michelle Bergh.
SHUKUMISA CAMPAIGN
This year in addition to acting as a member of
the Shukumisa Campaign steering committee
Rape Crisis hosted Aniela Batshari, the Shukumisa Campaign coordinator. The Shukumisa

Campaign aims to stir and shake up public
and political will to develop and implement
policies and strengthen laws related to sexual
offences in South Africa. It periodically carries
out monitoring at police stations, health
facilities and courts to determine the extent to
which government departments and service
providers are meeting their commitments to
providing services to victims of sexual offences.
The Shukumisa Campaign consists of 50
member organisations and four individual
members across all nine provinces of South
Africa who work towards combatting sexual
violence. The coalition is a mixture of
community-based service organisations,
research institutions and legal services. Our
members work with adults, children, people with
disabilities, sex workers and the lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender and intersex community.
Shukumisa’s success is based on the
collaborative nature of its work, at times
implementing projects through centralised
funding and at others drawing on the
collective resources to implement joint
projects. Shukumisa members that lead the
different projects and advocacy actions.

CARA FUND
We signed a contract with the National
Department of Social Development to run a
mentoring programme for emerging
organisations in the Western Cape however
the programme will commence later in 2016.
Barbara Williams will coordinate this project.
SAFESPACE
Safe Space is a Rape Crisis Cape Town Trust
initiative focusing on training and consultation
on dealing with sexual harassment in the
workplace within the business and private
sector. We offer a range of services aimed at
assisting companies in the following ways:

Rape Crisis Annual Report 2016
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Organisational
Advancement
and Development

Volunteers
and Interns
..................................................

...................................................

MEDIA AND COMMUNICATIONS
The overall goal of the communications strategy
is to enhance the organisation’s voice and
visibility through radio and television interviews
and articles in newspapers and online. Social
media strategies showcase our work, we share
information and opinion and we amplify our
advocacy messages in this way. Our posters,
booklets and flyers containing vital information
for survivors are available online and at our talks
and workshops.
We aim to make our different stakeholders or
audiences aware of our organisation and to
capture their interest and involvement. Most
people that get involved in our work become
committed to our work and the people we serve
and support the actions we take to address high
rape rates and support survivors. The outstanding
work of Sarah Strydom and Sandile Ndelu in
keeping the communications strategy on track
while Sarah travelled extensively through
Thailand, Vietnam and Cambodia and worked
remotely using various digital platforms was a real
eye opener for all of us.

4 press releases
radio interviews

32
22

print interviews

3 TV interviews
37

online articles

All of our work is done by volunteers and all of
our volunteers come from the communities we
serve. In this way we build the capacity of these
communities to respond to rape both during the
time that they volunteers are with Rape Crisis
and beyond. Many of our volunteers go on to
take up leadership positions in other social profit
organisations, they go on to take their university
degrees, they travel and some have even taken up
positions in government.
We run annual training courses for volunteers
wanting to work directly with clients either as
lay counsellors, as trainers, community activists
or as court supporters. Our volunteer training
programme which consists of the following
elements:

• a six week training programme
• one month’s orientation
• five months practical training
People with particular expertise who render a
service to the organisation by donating their time
to us in areas where we don’t have the skills in
house are another way in which people contribute
to Rape Crisis. Shiralee MacDonald trained
eighteen new counsellors in this period including
two new staff members.

“I am passionate
about women’s rights and
women’s issues, and at my
university I volunteer with a
student group campaigning
against sexual violence. At Rape
Crisis I gained experience in
being responsible for social
media and helping with
fundraising and events.”
Emily Whiteside,
Durham University

Rape Crisis also accepts student interns wishing
to complete academic placements or holiday
internships. We offer placements to students
in the fields of psychology, social work,
communications, law and politics with qualified
professional staff available to mentor students.

Media Engagements
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Networking and Partnerships

Current Donors

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

Rape Crisis could not do the work we do without
the following civil society and government
networks:

FORUMS AND COALITIONS
• Thuthuzela Care Centres Implementation Teams
• The Shukumisa Campaign
• Provincial Victim Empowerment Programme
Forum

• Victim Empowerment Law Coalition
• The Gender Justice Forum
• Judges Matter Alliance
NETWORK PARTNERS
• Rape Crisis Helderberg
• The Trauma Centre for Victim of Violence and
Torture

• National Institute for Crime Prevention and the
Reconciliation of Offenders (NICRO)
• Molo Songololo
• LifeLine
• ChildLine
• SafeLine
• Child Welfare
• Nonceba Family Advice and Support Centre
• Mosaic Training, Service and Healing Centre for
Women
• Cape Town Drug Counselling Centre
• Women on Farms Project ( WFP)
• Family and Marital Association of South Africa
(FAMSA)
• UN High Commission on Refugees (UNHCR)
• Scalabrini Centre
• The Triangle Project
• Sonke Gender Justice
• Resources Aimed at the Prevention of Child
Abuse and Neglect (RAPCAN)
• Sex Worker Education and Advocacy Taskforce
(SWEAT)
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• Community Law Centre (CLC), University of the
Western Cape
• Tshwaranang Legal Advocacy Centre (TLAC)
• Centre for the Study of Conflict Resolution
(CSVR)
• Women’s Legal Centre (WLC)
• The Black Sash
• Department of Social Development, University
of Cape Town (UCT)
• Gender Health and Justice Research Unit
(GHJRU), UCT
• Centre for Law and Society (CLS), UCT
• Open Democracy Advice Centre (ODAC)
• Justice and Women (JAW)
• Nisaa Insititute for Women’s Development
• Tohoyandou Victim Empowerment Programme
(TVEP)
• Saartjie Baartman Centre
• Treatment Action Campaign (TAC)
• Inyathelo: The South African Institute for
Advancement

GOVERNMENT SERVICES AND DEPARTMENTS
Western Cape
• Department of Health
• Department of Social Development
• Department of Correctional Services
• Department of Education
• Department of Community Safety
• The National Prosecuting Authority
• The South African Police Service
INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
• Department of Women’s Studies, George Washington University, USA
• WOMANKIND Worldwide, London, UK
• Community HEART, London, UK

CURRENT DONORS
• Anglo American Chairman’s Fund
• First for Women Foundation
• National AIDS Coalition of South Africa
(NACOSA)
• Mike Thompson Change a Life Foundation
• Oxfam Australia
• Oxfam Germany
• Western Cape Department of Social
Development
• MATCH International Women’s Fund
• Community Chest of the Western Cape
• Nedgroup Charitable Trustees
• National Lotteries Board
• Azriel and Moyra Fine Foundation
• Kurt and Joey Strauss Foundation
• Mary Oppenheimer and Daughters’ Foundation

IN KIND DONATIONS AND PRO BONO WORK
• Laurence Beder, WITS Business School
Advancement strategy consulting (reduced fee)

• Michele Sandilands and Tiffany Melless,
MS Architects
Architect

• Gareth Dunn and Robyn Walason, HIP Solutions
Industrial relations

• Elize Gazeau, Elize Gazeau Interiors
Interior design plus three pendant light fittings at
the Khayelitsha office

• Anna Strebel, Sekao Headways
Monitoring and evaluation consulting

• Geoff Brownell, Best Tile Company
Donation of reception, entrance and passage tiles
at the Khayelitsha office

• Steve Barnett, Naga
Website support

• Marissa Cuenoud
Design and layout (reduced fee)

• Peter Whelan, Bowman and Gilfillan
Legal services

• Dan Moshenberg
Blog strategy and blogging

• Michelle Huber, labour lawyer
Employee policy review and disciplinary advice

• Kirsty Holmes, UCT
chairing of disciplinary hearings

• Rebecca Helman, Primrose Mrwebi, Pam Sykes,
Morgan Mitchell, Carol Bower, Lizzy Cowan
Blogging

• Wade’s Cakes
Mandela Day

• Andre Holland, Shutterway
Donating security gates at cost price to the
Khayelitsha office

• Annuska Young, Hansgrohe
Donating a basin mixer, angle valves, basin waste,
bottle trap, toilet roll holder and towel rail to the
Khayelitsha office

• Frances & Dominique, Lights by Linear
Reduced price of light fittings at the Khayelitha
office

• Wayne Connor, Franke Kitchen Systems
Donation of sink and a mixer tap to the
Khayelitsha office

• Jacky Rossouw and Sandy Warner, Sanware
Sanware for the Khayelitsha office

• Steven Bragge, Geberit
Donating cistern and actuator to the
Khayelitsha office
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• Jolene Braun, Lecico
Donating toilet and basin to the Khayelitsha office

Meetings held
during the past year
..................................................

• Jonathan Renirie, Loft Windows
Donating loft window to the Khayelitsha office

• Christopher Clark
Pro bono photography at Mandela Day event

• Fiona Davids
Pro bono events management for Mandela Day

• Fern Cameron
Donation of toiletries toward Mandela Day

Annual General Meeting 5 August 2015
10 monthly Management Team meetings
4 quarterly Board meetings
11 monthly staff meetings
11 monthly joint strategy meetings
2 Volunteer Forum meetings
63 focus group meetings
1 general members’ meetings

• Woolworths
1000 facecloths

• Fays Décor
Décor for Mandela Day event

• Execuflora
Pot plants for Mandela Day event

• Urbansoul
Sound equipment and operator for Mandela Day
event

• Dems Toy shop
Decorative stationery for Mandela Day care packs

• Sh’zen
Toiletries for Mandela Day

• H2O
Bottled water for Mandela Day event
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Annual Financial Statements
.............................................................................................................

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 28 FEBRUARY 2016
Figures in Rand

2016

2015

Figures in Rand

2016

2015

10 042 879

7 020 870

8 518 028

6 155 403

250 000

500 000

1 236 112

159 773

-

100 000

1 737 140

1 405 215

DETAILED INCOME STATEMENT
TOTAL REVENUE

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
ASSETS

GRANTS AND SUBSIDIES RECEIVED

Non-Current Assets

Anglo American Chairman's Fund

Property, plant and equipment

3 982 072

3 179 939

Current Assets
Sundry debtors and receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
TOTAL ASSETS

Computershare
Community Chest of the Western Cape

296 313

683 512

3 985 934

1 962 867

Department of Social Development: Child and Family

4 282 247

2 646 376

HIVOS Foundation

8 264 319

5 826 318

Department of Social Development

600 360

-

5 433

184 793

MATCH International Women’s Fund

301 884

123 127

Oxfam Australia

300 000

495 448

20 228

15 832

FUNDS AND LIABILITIES

Oxfarm Canada - OWRAP

Funds

Oxfam Germany

-

-

695 836

Capital reserve fund

3 929 610

3 127 473

National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund

Sustainability fund

3 093 282

2 160 196

Local Businesses & Trusts

75 000

-

7 022 892

5 287 669

Mary Slack and Daughter

325 000

-

Liabilities

First for Women Trust

500 000

500 000

Current Liabilities

Aids Foundation of South Africa: Shukumisa

36 565

100 000

-

81 079

Creditors and other payables
Deferred income
TOTAL FUNDS AND LIABILITIES

283 880

315 208

Sonke Gender justice

957 547

223 441

National Aids Coalition of South Africa

1 118 757

1 794 300

1 241 427

538 649

Sigrid Rausing

1 162 275

-

8 264 319

5 826 318
DONATIONS RECEIVED

975 238

686 469

Individuals

477 867

506 827

Business

408 633

59 640

88 738

120 002

1000 Hearts
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Rape Crisis Cape Town Trust
Figures in Rand

.............................................................................................................
2016

2015

549 614

178 998

-

4 100

27 387

28 158

391 094

53 355

Internal training fees

31 370

44 044

Fundraising

19 182

43 574

Recoveries and fees

55 790

- 6 425

Training

24 792

12 231

10 042 879

7 020 870

DIRECT PROJECT COST (DETAILED)

8 108 959

6 731 914

Director Kathleen Dey

Schedule A. Counselling Programme

1 460 819

1 021 134

E-mail kath@rapecrisis.org.za

823 999

845 574

Website www.rapecrisis.org.za

OTHER INCOME
Insurance claims
Rent received
Interest earned

Name of Organisation Rape Crisis Cape Town Trust (RCCTT)
Date of Establishment Founded 1976; trust registered 1999; NPO registered 2005
Trust Registration Number IT386/1999
NPO Number 044-786
PBO Number 930014424
Physical Address 23 Trill Road, Observatory, 7925
Postal Address PO Box 46, Observatory, 7935
Telephone 021 447 1467
Facsimile 021 447 5458

Schedule B. Training and Development Programme
Schedule C. Advocacy Programme

966 249

708 646

Facebook Page www.facebook.com/rapecrisiscapetown

Schedule D. Thuthuzela Programme

1 123 856

837 657

Twitter @RapeCrisis

Schedule E. Birds & Bees Programme

58 565

11 100

Schedule F. Shukumisa Project

144 034

510 491

Schedule G. Organisation

3 531 437

2 797 311

NET OPERATING SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR

1 933 920

288 956

Photography by Alexa Sedgwick
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